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Some people are your relatives but others are your ancestors, and you choose the 

ones you want to have as ancestors. You create yourself out of those values. 

— Ralph Ellison, American writer 
 

Our faith agrees with Ellison: there is a difference between relatives and ancestors. Relatives give us our 

brown eyes and bowed legs; ancestors bless and burden us with a legacy. Relatives are those we tell 

stories about; ancestors call us to carry the story forward. Our relatives allowed us to be here; our 

ancestors tell us why we are here and why being here right now matters. The difference is huge. It is — as 

Ellison also points out — all about choosing to see yourself differently and live by a different set of 

values. 

 

Take success. There’s an old line that challenges the hubris of some people with privilege: “He was born 

on third base but believes that he hit a triple.” People who choose to see their lives through the lens of 

ancestry constantly remind themselves how they really got there. Instead of talking with puffed up chests 

about how they hit a triple, you will hear them speak of “the shoulders on which I stand.” Hubris or 

humility? Ancestors never let us forget the latter. 

 

You will also hear ancestor-conscious people speak of blessings differently. People of ancestry look at 

their blessings and choose to see not only a gift, but also a responsibility.  It’s one thing to gratefully 

celebrate the blessings passed on to us; it’s quite another to be so grateful for those blessings that we can’t 

help but ensure they get passed on to others. Simply put, ancestors pass on obligations. To be a people of 

ancestry means recognizing that something of value has been entrusted to you and that there is a long line 

of people behind you counting on you to pass it on. Even expecting this of you. 

 

And whether that expectation feels to you like a blessing or a burden, it most surely also reminds you that 

you are part of something larger. Ancestors don’t simply tell you that you are obligated; they tell you that 

you are obligated to something larger. And not just that you are obligated to it, but that it is dependent on 

you. Whether the story continues to be told is up to you! Whether the family tradition continues to be 

done is up to you! Whether the native language continues to be taught to the children is up to you! 

Whether the family cycles of health are strengthened or the family cycles of dysfunction are stopped is up 

to you! Ancestors plop these incomplete and intimidating endeavors in our laps and say, “We’ve done our 

part and taken it as far as we can. The next step of the journey is in your hands.”  

 

Which of course also means that our hands are connected. They handed the precious gift to us. We are 

asked to hand it on to those who follow. And they will hopefully continue the sacred chain.   

 

And in the end, maybe it all boils down to that: seeing ourselves as part of a sacred chain. We are not 

small. Our lives are not insignificant or independent. Our choices are not without consequence to others. 

We are part of a story, not just a set of random happenings. Our choices tell the next chapter. Our choices 

connect the next link. Our choices pass on that which is precious and remind us we are preciously 

connected.  This is what choosing to be a people of ancestry means. This is how it asks us to see our lives.  

 

So, this month, let us all be grateful for those brown eyes, but choose to be part of the precious chain.   



Your Questions 

As always, don’t treat these questions like “homework” or a list that needs to be covered in its 

entirety.  Instead, simply pick the one question that “hooks” you most and let it lead you where you 

need to go. The goal of these questions is not to help you analyze what ancestry means, but to figure 

out what being a person of ancestry means for you today.   

 

1. Would your ancestors be proud? 

2. How are your ancestors speaking today? Are you making the time to listen? 

3. Is it time to question the ancestors’ wisdom? 

4. Is it time to tell the ancestors’ secrets? 

5. Have you passed on what the ancestors entrusted you with?  

6. What wisdom of the elders did you ignore at your peril? Are you sure you can’t start over and try 

to follow it anew? 

7. It is true that you are burdened by an ancestry that you can’t control or change? Are you using 

your ancestry as an excuse? 

8. Have you found your favorite UU ancestor? Do you know whose shoulders you stand on? Have 

you decided whose legacy you want to help live on? For help see: http://www.famousuus.com; 

http://www.uuca.org/sermons/historical-montage-of-unitarian-ancestors-by-uuca-lay-ministers/  

9. What happened to that tradition you so loved as a kid? Why did you let it go? Are you sure there 

is no way to creatively bring it back? 

10. How does Thanksgiving need to change this year?  What ritual or tradition needs brought back? 

What needs to go?  

11. And while we are on Thanksgiving, who needs to go? Is it finally time to assert some say over 

who you are sitting with this year?  

12. What’s your question? Your question may not be listed above. As always, if the above questions 

don't include what life is asking from you, spend the month listening to your days to hear it.   

  

http://www.famousuus.com/
http://www.uuca.org/sermons/historical-montage-of-unitarian-ancestors-by-uuca-lay-ministers/


Optioinal Spiritual Exercises 

 

Option A: 

Bring it Back 

 

Being a people of ancestry means passing on traditions. And it doesn’t take much to notice that so many 

family traditions are in danger of extinction. The recipe that was required at every Thanksgiving but now 

no one bothers with. The outdated and supposedly tedious task of writing a handwritten letter. Passing on 

a family heirloom. Bedtime stories. Family game night. Marking the height of your kids on the kitchen 

doorway wall. Even sitting down at the dinner table to eat together. Slowly disappearing. Maybe even 

already gone. 

 

This exercise simply asks you to bring one of them back. Here’s your task, put simply: Dust off an old, 

forgotten family tradition and protect it from extinction. 
 

For inspiration, you might want to check out one of these links: 

● https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/book-review-to-the-letter-a-celebration-of-the-lost-

art-of-letter-writing/2013/12/06/8f6608e0-5c71-11e3-95c2-13623eb2b0e1_story.html  

● http://www.artofmanliness.com/2013/10/16/60-family-tradition-ideas/ 

 

 

Option B: 

Pass The Wisdom On 

 

Traditions are important to pass on, but so is wisdom. And while you may not feel you possess ancestor-

like wisdom, you do have useful lessons to share! You have learned a lot about life that will be useful to 

those who come after. And believe me, they are more open to it than you imagine.  So don’t be shy.  

Share your wisdom! It’s as simple as that.  

 

Your assignment:  

Find someone younger than yourself who you think has open ears and tell them something 

you’ve learned that you think might be useful to them. (And if that’s too intimidating, then 

at least come to your group and share what you would like the younger generations to know.) 
 

Essential Preparation:  

Watch this video as inspiration. 

How to Age Gracefully https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sycgL3Qg_Ak 

 

Option C: 

The Ancestors Are Watching 

 

Sometimes it’s on our wall. Sometimes on the dresser or our desk. Many of them have been placed in a 

locket we wear around our neck. We are of course talking about pictures of ancestors, and placing them in 

prominent places so as not to forget that they are watching us.  It’s a habit that has fallen out of style. This 

month bring it back.  And in doing so, hear their voice, wisdom, comfort and call anew.  Your 

instructions: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/book-review-to-the-letter-a-celebration-of-the-lost-art-of-letter-writing/2013/12/06/8f6608e0-5c71-11e3-95c2-13623eb2b0e1_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/book-review-to-the-letter-a-celebration-of-the-lost-art-of-letter-writing/2013/12/06/8f6608e0-5c71-11e3-95c2-13623eb2b0e1_story.html
http://www.artofmanliness.com/2013/10/16/60-family-tradition-ideas/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sycgL3Qg_Ak


 

1. Find or print out a picture of a relative that was important to you or played a major role in your 

family’s story. You might also pick a picture of your chosen ancestor (one that you’ve adopted by 

choice rather than given by blood) or a spiritual ancestor (a political or religious hero whose life 

inspires your own). The goal is to pick someone who you want to be looking down on you. 

2. Place that picture in a prominent place for the entire month and take a brief moment to look at it 

at the beginning of each day. 

3. Pay attention to how pulling their face, their story and “their stare” into your awareness alters 

your days. 

4. Come to your group and share your experience. 

 

 

Option D: 

When the Story Changed 

 

Being a people of ancestry sometimes means putting an end to what’s been passed on. We are all working 

in one way or another to break family cycles of dysfunction. We also know that we are not the first to 

struggle with changing our ancestral storyline. This exercise invites you to honor this work that has gone 

before. 

 

You can approach this from multiple angles: 

● Identify a family member who you know has been central to the cycles of your family changing. 

Find a way to thank them and talk to them about what it was like for them. 

● If you are a writer, make the time this month to journal or write a poem in honor of a family 

member who helped pass on a new storyline to you. 

● Sit down with your child and tell them the story of the relative that gifted your family with “new 

ancestry.” 

 

Option E: 

Embracing All of Our Relations 

 

There is spiritual power in embracing the ancestors that inspire us, but there is spiritual necessity in 

embracing our ancestors who fell short. To fail to embrace the dark parts of our ancestral past is to set 

ourselves up for the inability to embrace (and move past) the dark parts of ourselves. This is sometimes 

called “shadow work” and this exercise asks us to do some of that work this month. Here are your 

instructions: 

 

1. Set aside time to listen multiple times to the following song/meditation by the Native American 

women’s acapella group, Ulali. Make sure you are centered and prepared to listen not only to the 

words but to the rhythmic beat that invites us to connect to the larger “heartbeat” of which we are 

a part. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBeCixbql_c&feature=youtu.be  

2. Pay particular attention to the phrases that focus on those ancestors who have fallen short, caused 

pain and continue to perpetuate harm.   

3. Let this focus on these difficult-to-embrace ancestors bring to mind the ancestors in your own life 

that you would prefer to “disown.” 

4. From there decide what your own personal work is. Is there room for a new perspective on them 

and their actions? For their sake or for yours? What does “embrace them” mean to you? What 

might be your way of embracing them authentically? 

5. Come to your group ready to share the invitation you heard in the song and how you responded to 

that invitation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBeCixbql_c&feature=youtu.be

